
   

STRUCTURE / ACTIVITY

ASSESSMENT

Pull up “My Philanthropic Tools” page of your journal. Fill out
the box titled, “Helping Experiences”. If you are stuck,
remember the body parts! Think about how you have helped
at home, at school, or in the neighborhood. 
Share one with the group

There are many things that connect us as humans: good
things like New Year’s Celebrations and hard things like
climate change. 
Whether our life seems easy or hard, whether we are rich or
poor, famous or not, there are certain challenges that many
of us experience. 
Look at the list of Universal Challenges. Is there anything
missing from the list?
Pick one challenge that you have experienced (that you would
be comfortable talking about). Spend a few minutes thinking
about the challenge and answering these two questions

What was hard about having that challenge?
What helped you address the challenge?

My Helping Experiences - a brainstorm

Introducing Universal Challenges

LESSON TITLE

Student Learning Workshop
Session 3

My Philanthropic Tools

OBJECTIVES PREPARATION

Test SLW Powerpoint #3
Student workbooks

To explore what I uniquely bring to
philanthropy.

WARM UP 
(validate
existing
knowledge)

10 min
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CURRICULUM

NEW IDEAS
(introduce
and apply
new content)

20 min



   

Next we are going to talk about Homelessness. What are
some universal challenges that someone who is homeless
might experience?

Wrap Up
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Student Learning Workshop - Session 3

WRAP UP
(gauge new
learning)

3 min

Share with big group or small groups. 
Reflect back with the big group. What were you surprised to
hear from these answers? How do you feel about it? 
Think about issues that your peers raised in Session 1. For a
young person who is a new immigrant, what Universal
Challenges would affect them? What about someone who has
cancer? They would likely would feel lonely, pain, fear.
Talk about how our hard experiences can make us great at
helping someone in the same situation as we have been there.
We know what it is like.


